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android 3.0 introduces a touch-friendly graphical user interface. in addition to upgrading the holo theme and icons, the new release includes an application
manager and system-wide spellcheck. new multitasking capabilities let users keep multiple running apps simultaneously, and “pinning” lets users save and
launch frequently-used apps. in november 2011, google announced android os 3.0. with the expected release of the new os, android became the first official
open-source mobile platform to surpass 100 billion apps downloaded from the android market. to date, google says there are over 1.1 billion apps installed.
android 3.0 includes a wide-array of new features. manufacturers can add new functionality to a device, but must provide a compatible version of the platform
for each device. this sets android apart from other smartphone platforms that require a one-to-one compatibility. the os also supports multiple languages for the
user interface and can detect the users locale of the device. android 3.0 also offers multitasking, which gives users the ability to run two or more apps
simultaneously. a new task killer feature enables users to disable apps with the swipe of a finger. android 3.0 is the most-complete release of the platform. the
new os introduces a redesigned user interface. android now offers seven widgets, including a weather and calendar widget, an app organizer widget, a todo list
and more. it also includes support for multi-touch input. the android developer site describes the new user interface as a “widgets platform.” android 3.0
introduces new widgets, an upgraded graphical user interface, and an updated home screen. many of the widgets were already available on phones, but were
built specifically to work on the tablets. others, like weather and news widgets, were created specifically for the tablets.
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visual voicemail is available on many android devices, including phones, tablet, and smartwatches, so you can view voicemail messages straight from the lock
screen. you can also listen to voicemail messages on the go. access visual voicemail from any android device by dialing *#*#4636#*#*. android 3.0 includes

screen pinning. screen pinning allows users to launch any application when they get a notification, even if the application is not currently running on the device.
the user just brings up a notification and taps an application icon. the new gaming controls included in android 3.0 help users keep their thumbs on the game

controller, even while texting or e-mailing. up to four of your own custom buttons can be used, and users can even choose from a number of predefined buttons.
android 3.0 introduces app widgets, which give users a way to add more functionality to their home screen without compromising the home screen itself. for

example, app widgets can display weather information in a widget, sports scores in a widget, and so on. widgets run on the same operating system as the home
screen they reside on. sms expansion is a fundamental feature of android, allowing you to send text messages to nearly 200 other countries. the sms expansion
feature is now available in more than 50 additional countries worldwide. android extends file access and sharing capabilities to include system applications as

well as files and directories residing on removable devices and personal information management (pim) devices like the android calendar and contact databases.
each application can specify the permission levels it needs to access files, and the os ensures these levels can be modified by the user and handled when the

application needs them. file sharing between applications is automatic and portable and can use any service available on the device. for example, an application
can download a file from a shared image library without having to upload the image to a file server first. 5ec8ef588b
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